Non-Texans compose irishman class
By Gwen Baumann
Assistant News Editor
Geographically, the largest freshman class in five years showed a trend toward
arriving from outside of Texas last year. With 46.5 percent of the class, this
showed the largest percentage ever to hail from out-of-state.
The number of students from Texas counties other than Tarrant dropped, but
968 enrolled from Tarrant County itself, statistics released at Saturday's State of
the University Address indicate?
Though total enrollment showed its first rise last year since 1972, the number of
bachelor degrees awarded by TCU dropped drastically from 1,051 to 951
Divinity and Ph.D. degrees awarded also showed a decline at 42 and 13,
respectively. However, 362 master's degrees were awarded for the highest ever.
The School of Education also showed a steady decline from 18 2 percent of the
total student body in 1960 to only 7.3 percent last year. Enrollment percentages,
however, for M.J. Neeley School of Business rose 4.3 percent to the highest since
1960.

.»

On.the whole, AddRan College of Arts and Sciences showed small increases in
the home economics, humanities, social sciences and pre-prpfessional fields. The
natural sciences division, though, showed a 2.3 percent drop.
The School of Fine Arts declined in overall University percentage of students,
but another charted statistic showed the number of teaching faculty rose to
almost 70 people compared to under 60 the year befoe.
Aside from the Education faculty, all other departments showed a slight rise or
remained even However',''overall figures rose 3.6 percent to approximately 335,
the largest number in TCU's history
Chancellor James Moudy noted that though the School of Fine Arts had a larger
faculty than any other college, excepting AddRan, it was because of the "nature
of instruction."
"You won't ever find an even proportion of student to faculty across campus."
he said, "because of the nature of instruction. Much of the music instruction is on
a one-to-one basis

"Certain types of departments need a lot of faculty. Fine Arts is one. You can't
have a true University without the Fine Arts, but we're trying to make it one
Univeristy we are all in together," he said.
Though a change of fiscal year statistically showed a drop in expenditures, the
end of the year recorded for the University both the highest income and the
highest expenditures ever. In the 1976-77 school year, $27,929 million was incoming with expenditures totalling $27,579 million. This left $350,000 in the
budget
Also increasing were funds for the educational program and income, tuition and
fees, which amounted to $11,906 million Endowment income rose to $4,758
million
The highest current fund balance was also charted at $2,608 million.
However, one of the highest increases showed in contract, research expenditures More than $2,500,000w«s,spe^fasVX«Br, compared to approximately
$1,300,000 in 1972 and approximately ^,Oodir!i9^\
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Moudy points to quality
By CINDY RUGELEY
Editor-in-chief
Even though the differences can not
be precisely measured, "universities
were not created equal and they do not
operate as equals," Dr. James M.
Moudy, chancellor, said Saturday at
his annual "State of the University"
address.
Moudy said the true work of an
educational institution can be
measured only after students have
matured over the 10 to 30 years after
graduation. "It's somewhat like
> parenting—the results aren't known
for a long time," he said
Though there are no "ranking
books" measuring the comparative
quality of universities, qualitative
differences can be found in several
areas, he said.
The two most importatnt areas, he
said, are the faculty —its preparation,
teaching and professional activities—
and the students.
"The basic quality of TCU faculty is
very good, in many respects excellent," Moudy said. He said he could
tell this by the graduate schools TCU
faculty have come from.
He said he felt the students that
come to TCU are good, pointing out
that 86 percent of this year's entering
class were top-half graduates in high
school.
"In the matter of SAT (Scholastic
Aptitude Tests) and ACT (American
College Testing) scores, the recent
TCU record has run counter to the
much-publicized national decline iin
such scores, except that this fall we do
finally have a decline in SAT scores,

though ACT scores are level," Moudy
said.
In regard to faculty at TCU, Moudy
said a "possible negative inference
might be drawn," citing the still-notcompetitive salary ■ levels of
University personnel.
The
University's
Centennial
Campaign pledge to meet competitive
salaries by Fall 1973 was not fullfilled,
he said because the University failed
to meet endowment goals
He said another possible negative
factor is sometimes seen in faculty
turnover. "One would need to study
individual-by-individual cases of why
they left, where they went, and what
kiinds^ of positions they moved to. If
the moves were made to widely
recognized institutions andor to
higher positions or ranks, then a
positive rather than a negative inference might be drawn, namely, TCU
is known for its faculty and is a source
ofgpod faculty." •
'" He said another area the University
does not do too well in is retaining
students "We think our attrition rate
is rather high. There are no national
attrition figures available so we do not
really know how we compare."
The number of transfer students
entering TCU this year equaled half
the number of entering freshmen, and
TCU graduates almost as manybaccalaureates year as entered four
years earlier, Moudy said.
Other qualitative differences Moudy
said he felt were important, are
"curricular
dynamism
and
willingness to make experiemental
approaches and quality and adequacy
of library and other instructional
facilities.'

He said the University performed
excellently in both these areas, citing
the newly revised curricular, Master
of Business Administration and Brite
Doctorate programs at the University,
and the new KTCU wattage increase
and the construction of the new
communication building to begin in
June.
Another qualitative indicator,
Moudy said, is the ability of the institution to attract and make good use
of resources

He said that although TCU's tuition
has doubled twice since 1957, when
tuition was $15 per hour, "that parents
and students are willing to pay higher
tuition of TCU, a tuition rate higher
than most of the private institutions of
Texas, though substantially lower
than in the East, Midwest and West,
means that people see in TCU
something worth the cost."
Part of instruction improvement
programs made possible by these
See TCU page 3

Composite drawing identifies
alleged TCU scarf strangler
A composite drawing of the TCU
Scarf Strangler is the only new
development in the search for man
who attacked three coeds last week.
A police lineup over the weekend
brought no results, with the girls involved failing to identify a suspect
"The girls could not identify him,"
said Dean of Students Elizabeth
Proffer. "Evidently he's the wrong
one, so we're back to the drawing
board."
Campus police are joined in the
search for the attacker by Ft. Worth
Police and guards from Bailey
Safeguard Security, who patrol the
campus in the early morning hours
The first attack occurred Saturday,
Sept. 10 in the basement of Waits
Dormitory as a coed was doing her
laundry. She escaped unhurt.
Spencer's Palace parking lot at 1536
S. University was the site of the second

attack by the man. A coed from the
University of Texas at Arlington was
the second victim.
The third and near tragic attack
took place last Wednesday at 1 am. in
the parking lot of Colby Hall Dormitory as a freshman coed returned
from Dallas. The girl was strangled
until she passed out and the man then
attempted to drive her car away
The Housing and Residential Living
staff has distributed a one-page
mimeographed letter to all residence
halls with the following recommendations to TCU coeds:
• Do not go outside at night
alone

• Keep doors, windows and
screens locked at all tirnes
• Scream immediately if accosted.
• Report immediately
any
suspicious persons

Alleged strangler
This is a Kurt Worth Police artist's drawing of the man they believe to be the
"scarf strangler ". Police said the man may have curlier hair. The description of
the strangler was provided by the three women who have been attacked.

Anxious sideliner
thwarts touchdown'
in impulsive move
By SKIP HOLLANDSWORTH
Staff Sports Writer
He had been miserably pacing the sidelines for two weeks, this former Texas
high school star, waiting for the chance to play, that he was beginning to think
would never come
Texas Christian University reserve linebacker Steve Barker would quietly
watch the game march on without him, occasionally talking to a fellow benchwarmer, sometimes looking into the thousands of faces in the bleachers.
His football season had consisted of trying to impress coaches in practice and
standing with folded arms during a game. And thus comes the story of a young
man's spirit that is forced to the sideline.
In last Saturday's contest between Oregon and TCU, Oregon cornerback Kenny
Bryant swiped Steve Bayuk's early fourth quarter pass at the Oregon 3 yard line.
He made a quick dash to the sideline and looked home-free for a 97-yard touchdown scamper.
But Bryant had chosen the wrong sideline Barker watched the play come right
at him, the cornerback sprinting untouched toward the goal, and suddenly the
urge to play football could wait no longer.
On a wild impulse, Barker madly jumped out on the field and dove under tht
completely startled runner, who flipped and landed flat on his back at the TCU 43.
The entire stadium erupted in shock as coaches jumped on poor number 91 and
dragged him back to the sideline.
In the press box sportswriters quickly recalled the 1954 Cotton Bowl when
Rice's Dick Maegle, en route to a 95-yard end run, was cut down by Alabama's
Tommy Lewis.
Barker says he might have been pushed on the field. "I was standing there,
watching the man come at us and I said, 'Man, I wish someone would get that
s.o.b.' Somebody said 'Go ahead,' and then there I was out on the field."
So why didn't he run back off the field? "I wanted to tackle him, damn
right. ..and man since I was out there, I wasn't going to dodge him."

78
73
72
42
34

Steve Barker is consoled by a friend (left) and then realizes the magnitude of his error.

The officials awarded Bryant his touchdown anyway, though quarterback
Bayuk, who had the last shot at the cornerback, said "I think I could have gotten
him."
While an assistant coach stomped in rage over Barker's foolishness, the players
smiled to themselves, sidled up to the off-bench tackier to slap him with thinlydisguised glee and turned back to the field to watch the game abruptly make an
about-face.
Whatever Barker did,'it sent TCU into a scoring bonanza. They hit for three
touchdowns in four minutes, tying the score before eventually losing In the last
few minutes on a safety and field goal, 29-24. For a few moments, a last string
linebacker put some spirit into a continual loser.
See Barker i
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Carter's estimates low

Welfare package price tag triples
EDITOR'S NOTE: President Carter haa pledged to hold the line on welfare
costs. Here in the last of a two-part series. Is a look at the costs of welfare reform.
By EVANS WITT
Associated Press Writer

Her are some major areas of uncertainty in the cost assumptions:
—How many poor people actually participate? The estimates assume the
number of people who qualify for assistance will decline from the present 40
million to 36 million and that 14 per cent of them won't draw benefits.
—National health insurance: The welfare package assumes Medicaid will be
absorbed into a new national health insurance program for all Americans. If not,
either the costs of providing medical care for the poor would soar or promised
savings in the cost of administering welfare would disappear into a growing snarl
of red tape.

WASHINGTON (AP)—Because of fragile assumptions and questionable
bookkeeping, President Carter's welfare package could cost taxpayers billions
of dollars a year more than the administration has indicated.
And the administration's estimate of $30.7 billion in total cost results from
—The economy: The nation's economic health must improve, or billions would
bookkeeping that omits $3.4 billion in related tax breaks for low-and middle- be added to the cost.
income taxpayers and claims $1.7 billion in offsets from things not directly
—Tax reform: The President's promised reform package will have to be aprelated to welfare.
proved, or incentives for poor people to work would be severely reduced.
Using Carter's own figures, it can be argued that the true added cost of the
—Fiscal relief: The reform proposal will lift at least part of the financial burden
package will be $7.9 billion, nearly triple the official estimate.
of welfare off state and local governments with an estimated $2.1 billion in federal
Even this figure looks small compared to cost estimates voiced by Sen. Russell tax dollars. But this figure could change depending on the unknowable actions of
Long, D-La., who chairs the Finance Committee where the fate of the Carter state legislatures
program could be decided.
—Aliens: The cost estimates do not include the 4 million to 12 million illegal
"With some of the past experience to serve as a guide, we had better be
aliens who might be made eligible for some portion of a reformed system by
prepared for an actual cost of up to $60 billion or even $120 billion," he said.
Carter's proposals for partial amnesty.
The program's arthitects concede their cost projections are full of small 'ifs'
When Carter announced the plan, he said he had abandoned his repeated
with big implications. "You make one little change that nobody thinks will do
promise of keeping the added cost to zero. He told a nationwide television
anything and it just reverberates throughout the whole system," says Mike
audience: "We've now provided $2.8 billion in added benefits." An administration
Barth, a deputy assistant secretary of the Department of Health, Education and
fact sheet said $2.8 billion is the "total added cost" of the program.
Welfare.
But the actual added cost of the package of tax, job and welfare changes is as
much as $7.9 billion, depending on which items are included and which are left
out. Here's what Carter left out:
—Earned income tax credit. Carter's proposal would expand the tax credit,
giving tax refunds and reductions amounting to $5 billion for working poor people
and $3.4 billion for those making from $9,080 to $15,600 per year. This tax credit is

Robert Hornbeck

'Butterfly bust builders'
will just have to wait

(Warning: Satire may be contained
herein, although It will be limited to
the state of California and will in no
way obtrude upon the Texas ambience. )
Although I have always shuddered
at considering anyone to be "average"
— much less myself — I am like every
other TCU student in having to dole
out my precious monetary assets
come schooltime. With measured
calm I have purchased books, rented
housing, secured a semester's supply
of ghastly food, contributed to dorm
fees and pool table funds, with the end
result being that my destitution until
next summer seems total.

For 40 hours each week I participated
in the deadly battle between 'Man and
Metal Mastadon,' with my frustration
growing in intensity each time I
watched a skilled machinist securing
the happy cooperation of his cooing
machine.
Of course, as the unskilled shop boy,
I had duties other than machining
body beautifiers Besides sweeping
the shop and cleaning its bathrooms, I
made deliveries in a gaunt 1967
Cadillac given to falling asleep at
stoplights and playing only Duke
Ellington on its radio. Because it
served as the company truck, this
Sedan deVille also was used for
transporting such commodities as
twelve-foot bar stock — which had to
be hand-held against the buffeting
winds of the San Francisco Bay.
Such feats were infinitely more
pleasant, and easier, however, than
my occasional tasks of answering the
phone and warding off creditors. Such
telephone messages as I bothered to
record usually consisted of peevish
demands for delivery, while visits
from such men as P.G. and E. (Pacific
Gas and Electric) representatives
lacked any semblance of cordiality.
One such call finally resulted in the
exasperated man turning off the
shop's electricity, leaving me to grope
about in semi-darkness all morning as
I performed any and all non-electric
duties meted out to me.

Such is the essence of today's
college education, and while I would
not expect it to come cheaper, I would
at least like to serve as one example of
what TCU students will do to finance
their venture into intellectualism.
For two and one half months this
summer I manufactured ladies
exercise equipment, under the
auspices of a small machine shop
which, subject to almost as many
internal changes as an organic
molecule, was variously named
Phanco, Jeffco, Rodeo, and finally
(via repossession of equipment)
Bomar Enterprises. Within the realm
of such esoteric machines as
Bridgeport Mills, Hardinge Chuckers,
and Mills Bros. Bandsaws, I transformed greasy metal bar stock and
In the final analysis, though, my
tubing into gleaming Butterfly Bust
calloused hands, greasy face, tired
Builders, Scorpio Pullovers, and muscles, and wounded psyche nearly
Roman Chairs, all guaranteed to served as the only tributes to my work,
recontour the portions of human flesh for any paychecks I did receive were
which are their specialties. The abovesubject to frenzied bouncing back and
mentioned metalworking machines forth between hostile banks. Only my
were all nasty things, given to con- hasty deposit of the last lump-sum
tentedly performing miracles for their paycheck I received prevented my
true bosses while secretly rebelling boss from stopping payment on it
against even my most innocuous ef- without my notice; as he testified to
forts.
me in a phone call to TCU earlier this
During my first two weeks of ■ week, my money was needed for a reworking with them they broke taps,
rental of the now repossessed
burned up drill bits, spewed forth machines. Though my heart went out
tools, and, in the case of the band saw,
to all the poor mills and chuckers
committed suicide rather than submit exiled from their master, I had to
to my dominance. Each machine sadly inform my boss that my
needed more coaxing and breaking-in paycheck was simply unavailable for
than a wild mustang, and was capable further Investment. For a short, short
of much more emphatic retaliation.
time that money had been mine, but as
Although none of them ever managed
of August 23, its role was radically
to sever my hands or lop off even a few
transformed from that of an agent of
fingers, they did succeed each day in
frivolous fun to that of sober financier
spitting hot cutting oil in my face,
for my pre-med education. The world
shooting sparks up my nose, and
of Bridgeport Mills and Butterfly Bust
resorting to such psychological
builders will simply have to await my
warfare as dirtying all the shop rags.
return from college next summer.
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designed to make private jobs financially sweeter than public service jobs, which
don't qualify for the tax credit.
The administration excludes the $3.4 billion from the cost of welfare reform,
arguing the money would go to persons too affluent to receive cash welfare
payments. But the $1.5 billion cannot go to the poor without giving the $3.4 billion
to those making more than $9,080.
—Fraud and errors. The administration projects it will save $400 million by
reducing fraud, abuse and errors through tighter administration of such
programs as Medicaid and Medicare. It claims this sum as an "offset" to reduce
the net cost of the welfare package, even though the saving are supposed ot come
from programs not directly affected by the package Officials concede they hope
to save this much whether or not the package is enacted.
So the administration is proposing to spend the $400 million "savings" on
welfare reform, but doesn't count this money as an added cost to the taxpayer
who would otherwise get the benefit of it.
—Wellhead tax. Another claimed offset comes from the President's energypackage: $1.4 billion in payments to poor people from the receipts of a proposed
federal tax on domestic oil and gas.
This wellhead tax, not yet enacted, would raise the cost of gasoline, heating oil
and other energy for all Americans. The proposal calls for a $45-per-person rebate
to all Americans to make up for the higher cost of energy. Taxpayers would get
their rebate through the federal income tax, but people too poor to pay taxes
would have to get theirs some other way.
The administration wants, to count this $1.4 billion as part of the money to pay
for welfare reform.
But the $1.4 billion won't reduce the cost of welfare and won't put more money
in the pockets of the poor, since they will be paying higher energy prices.
Beyond Carter's bookkeeping, major questions remain about cost assumptions.
For example, the administration's computer predicts 36 million people will be
eligible under the reformed system, a reduction from the estimated 40 million
now eligible for various programs. "I just can't figure out how they came out with
decreased eligibility," said one academic expert.
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A Sunday drive is the best sport
Football might be the official
favorite sport of Texans, but their
unofficial favorite sport must surely
be driving. In an age where the people
of most other states are burdened with
such nuisances as expensive gasoline,
high insurance rates on automobiles,
and zealous traffic cops, Texas stands
alone among the more populous states
in its free and easy attitudes toward
driving.
In the Texas Hill Country, where I
learned to drive, the sport can still be
seen in its purest state. The roads
range from dirt trails riddled with
cattle-guards to a recently completed
stretch of MO. Naturally, these
varying types of roads require different driving styles.
Perhaps the most exhilirating road
to practice driving on is the dirt road.
These paths place a premium on
control, since speed will almost never
exceed 50 mph between cattle-guards
and 90 degree turns. They are used
primarily by mail carriers and
children too young to drive on the farm
and market roads without being
stopped. For the children, the roads
are useful training grounds, where
they can learn exactly what a car will
do in a skid, sliding turn, etc., at
relatively low speeds. This education
will be very useful In their later years.
By his 13th birthday, the average
Hill Country male will either have a
car of his own or will be chiving one of
the family cars regularly. Thirteenyear-olds generally have a little
problem driving on the paved roads,
since the local police really don't care
how young the local driven are, so
long as the youngsters can see over the

dashboards of their cars The period of
driving without a license is generally
characterized by caution on the highway and continued experimentation
on the backroads.
By their 17th birthday, virtually all
Hill Country males and most females
will have a car to call their own, and
will use it for daily transportation. The
provisional licenses used by these
students are good for virtually
anything that a regular license is good
for, since nobody really cares whether
or not a parent is present in the car. By
this stage the students are full-fledged
members of Texas driving society.
As a member of this exclusive
society, one is expected to view
economy cars with curiosity, if not
disdain, for such cars are obviously
for little people, and even little people

often have problems entering Datsuns
when wearing their Stetsons. Besides,
who needs an economy car where
gasoline is still 48.9 cents a gallon?
Not only are small cars small, but
they are often noisy at the speeds
usually traveled on the state's highways. Driving at a steady 65 will not
even buy a place on the fast lane on
many local freeways, and you can
travel for hours at 70 without leaving
the flow of traffic. If you must go
faster, j however, the traffic can
usually be easily bypassed without
much fear of arousing that most rare
of Texas specimens, a DPS car. On the
250 mile trip to my home, I doubt that I
have seen more than three DPS cars in
the last 14 months.
In the city the traffic is somewhat
slower, and generally much thicker.

Intense concentration is required to
guess what the driver ahead will do,
since turn signals are rarely used.
The equipment for many Texat
drivers is quite elaborate. The car
itself is frequently a "midrange
personal luxury," often received as a
graduation gift. Added to this base are
stereos, CB's, radar detectors, etc. ,
But, to add insult to injury, many out
of state people find that their insurance rates on comparatively
spartan autos often exceed Texas
rates by hundreds of dollars.
So, if the idea of seeing next
Saturday's TCU football game doesn't
really thrill you, I suggest an old
fashioned Sunday drive where one can
participate in one of the most exciting
participant sports around — the Texas
highway freestyle.

—Free BEvERages For Chicks,i
Every Sunday, Monday AND Wednesday—
OPEN 11 A.M.
TO 2:00 A M.

SANDWICHES
• Ham
• Summer
sausage
• Roast Beef
• Pastrami
• Live Bands
Wednesday-Friday-Saturday

POOL &
TORNADO
FOOSBALL
7 Days A Week 2-7
4907 CAMP BOWIE

HAPPY HOUR 2-7
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TCU attracts top
high school grads

Cowtown stomp
Alumnus host Alan Winter checks out the '"water ducks" game with Elizabeth
Strother. The game was part of the festivities at last Friday night's "TCU

Cowtown Horned Frog Stomp," the second annual alumni party. Over 650 alumni
joined the Student Foundation for the event at the old T & P Railroad terminal.

Solution for lunch lines not near
By SKIP HOLLANDSWORTH
Staff Writer
To eat lunch on an average day in
the Student Center Cafeteria, a
student has to wait in line at least 20
minutes before getting a meal. In the
snack bar, it's usually longer.
And, the ARA food service predicts
the number of people who stand in line
at the main cafeteria (lastest count by
ARA is 1000 for lunch) will not
diminish.
ARA Director Charlie Richardson
said "the situation is enormous. There
are a are great number of people
eating and the lines are having to stay
long."
Don Mills, director of Programs and
Services in the Student Center,
agreed: "The lines are too long and
it's due to a couple of problems we're
not able to solve.
First, more students are boarding
(200 above last year), which means
more at the snack bar and cafeteria,
and second, more people in general
are staying to eat in the Student

Center because the number of people
eating at Worth Hills cafeteria is
down."
The main cafeteria is already at
capacity and can seat no more people,
Richardson said. "Even when they get
their food, they have to stand for a
while before a table is open."
Both Richardson and Mills said a
new cafeteria line needs to be
established, but the problem is money
and space.
State health regulations require all
food in a caferteria to be served in
stainless steel containers and counters. "The big cost, therefore, of
opening another line," Richardson
said, will be the cost of equipment. It
would cost $125 a foot for a new
counter, and that would be for the
price of stainless steel."
Mills figured the total package for a
new line would be about $25,000. But
where would they put it? "Well," said
Mills, "we have two or three options, I
think."
First, a new line could be added in

batch of trouble."
If a food committee under Mills'
direction decides a new service line is
needed, then the issue will be sent to
Dr. Howard G. Wible. vice chancellor
and provost. But Mill! thinks nothing
will be done this semester, and
possible the rest of the year.

Mills said a line set up there two
years ago resulted in poor service.

Hill jumps into governor's race

The second option would be to add a
line in the Reed cafeteria, were
presently the athletes eat. The old
gameroom could then be turned into
an eating area.
"I don't know if a line can be added
there, but we could use the old pool
room (gameroom) as both a study hall
and snack bar. I would like that,"
Mills said.
Mills said adding to the main
cafeteria "is not possible at all."
"We had 2200 meeting in the Student
Center last year, this year we are
turning people down, and taking two
rooms out of the upstairs for another
eating area would throw us into a

Tennessee at Chattanooga
Ziarko has studied at the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music and Boston
University, and with the Guarneri
Quartet at Yale. Ziarko has been a
faculty member at the Jamaica School
of Music.
As a performer, Ziarko has been a
member of the Boston Pops Orchestra, Boston Opera Company and
Boston Ballet Company. Since 1974, he
has performed with the Amsterdam
Philharmonic in the Netherlands

As part of the grant, two
distinguished musicians, violinists
Sin-Tung Chiu and John Ziarko joined
the music faculty. The two new instructors will also perform with the
Fort Worth Symphony.

performance would provide a good
background.
Among his credentials, Chiu holds
degrees from Dartmouth Colllege and
Columbia
University,
and a
professional diploma from Juilliard
School of Music. He has performed in
the Far East and in South America in
additon to the United States.
Chiu's previous faculty appointments include the Third Street
Settlement School in New York,
Juilliard, and the University of

Another aspect of the grant provides
scholarships for new TCU students
who will major in a string instrument.
Freshman viola major Danny Stevens
and junior violin majors Leslie Carter
and Danielle Maddon are recipients
this semester.

TCU in good shape
according to AAoudy

The string section of Texas
Christian
University's
music
department has received a boost with
a $35,000 grant from the Sid Richardson Foundation of Fort Worth.

Orchestra Director John Giordano
hopes the grant will begin a "new
phase" in the instrumental department, and help create a "practical
and worthwhile curriculum."
Giordano said in the past the music
department emphasized music
education. He hopes that students
will now consider performance majors
in music as well.
Both Chiu and Ziarko echoed the
sentiments for more emphasis on
performance. Chiu gives individual
lessons once a week to each of hut
violin students. As a supplement, he
also offers a weekly "master class"
where his students perform and
analyze each other's style.
Chiu said, his primary concern was
to develop high quality violinists. He
added there was no emphasis on either
education or performance, but that
the decision could be made by the
student later.
Ziardo has a similar teaching
schedule, giving individual lessons
and instructing a "master class."
Ziarko concentrates on technique and
performance in his instruction. If a
student wants to major In education,

PREMIUM
CONCERT TICKETS
IRST10ROWS
CENTER
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Continued from page 1
increases was a reduction in
"teaching loads," he said.
He reported an increase in both
alumni gifts and gifts from foundations and corporations this year.
He said the sixth and final
qualitative difference was found in
"the sort of trustees who are willing to
serve TCU. We have a remarkable set
of trustees. They have grown in
knowledge about the University and in
concern and generosity as well."
He said TCU will be developing a
plan for planning and asked all
students, faculty, staff, trustees and
alumni to send a statement to his
office by March 1 concerning the
continuing adequacy of the Univer-

necessary, and that good admissions
decisions, good advising, and personcentered teaching can make a world of
defference," he said.
Since the highest number of drop
outs occur after the freshman year,
the university is working more with
freshman in the area of counseling and
advising. Carol Patton, who head that
program told the assembly that
working more closely with the freshmen and helping them find what they
want to do, may increase retention.
Students can be evaluated on their
actions as well as their numbers.
"What students do in student
government and voluntary extracurricular matters at a campus may
be some kind of qualitative clue, too,"
Moudy said.
In general, if there is little extracurricular activity, this may be a bad
sign. Another bad sign would be found
in a record of turmoil ad adversary
relations Neither of these signs is
present at Texas Christian University,"he said.
"Our student government," he said,
"probably serves studt interests at
levels close tothose of the national
political scene and in recent years has
presented a constructive but by no
means servile attitude."
Participation in intramurals and
extramurals is also a good sign,
Moudy said.
Moudy said the most indicative
evaluation of quality students, is the
number who go on to graduate schools
and where they go, Moudy said.

the snack bar where soft drink
machines are located. "But," he
added, "from the Food Service's point
of view, there is no control over people
who take things. From the students'
point of view, they can't tell what they
are being charged for, plus it is not as
sanitary," he said.

Music dept. receives grant
By WADE SWORMSTED
Staff Writer

By RITA MILLER
News Editor
There is reason to be pleased with
the type of students enrolled at the
University, Chancellor James Moudy
told a gathering of faculty and alumni
at the State of the University address
Saturday.
Though it is hard to qualitatively
measure students and compare them
to other schools, there are certain
reference points in determining good
students, Moudy said.
"Rank in class in high school is a
quick reference point. Currently, 86
percent of our entering class were tophalf graduates in their high schools,"
he said.
students also continue to be
,it>.\ • the national average in SAT and
ACT scores, he added
Hov cr, that is not to say all
studen! ,re prepared for college life.
In th
estion and answer period
following the speech several faculty
members discussed a remedial
program which is being planned to
determine the literacy of students and
give help where needed. The program
is in the AddRan School of Arts and
Sciences.
"Perhaps we can help some
students learn what they should know
before they get here," Moudy said.
Moudy also discussed the high rate
of attrition at the university, "...attrition is necessary to the extent that
student ability or responsiveness fails
to meet classroom standards But we
also know that much attrition is not

By GARTH JONES
Associated Press Writer
AUSTIN, Tex.— Atty. Gen. John Hill
jumped into the 1978 governor's race
Monday saying he would share Gov.
Dolph Briscoe's favorite campaign
promise — no new taxes.
Hill told an Austin news conference
he would veto any new tax bill if one
was sent him by the Texas legislature.
"I think we have adequate funds to
finance our state," he said. "Our
economy should stay good. It's merely
a matter of priorities."
Hill, 54, who says he has no plans to
resign as attorney general, joined
Briscoe and former Gov. Preston
Smith in the .Democratic primary
race. Retiring State Republican
chairman Ray Hutchison says he will
try to be the GOP candidate.
Hill predicted that Briscoe would
outspend him 3-to-l "but he will be
wasting his money. We'll spend what
we raise and we'll spend enough to
win," he said.
He said his campaign treasury
totaled about $420,000 now compared

to reports of Briscoe's million-dollar
backing.
Hill said he did not think Smith's
entry in the primary would be a
"substantial factor" in the race
"1 will win without a runoff," he
said.
The big issue in the campaign, Hill
said, would be Briscoe's attempt to
serve an unprecedented 10 years as
Texas governor. He said his polls and
his travels have convinced him that' 'a
majority of Texans are opposed to the
idea of anyone holding the state's
highest office that long. In short, we
are ready to stay with tradition and to
turn the job over to a new governor "
"It has become evident that
whatever their overall assessment,
most Texans lack confidence in the
present governor's persuasiveness
and vision They felt he had failed to
measure up to their expectations and
CHELSEA STREET PUB
is now accepting applications for
waitresses, waiters & kitchen help
Full or part-time. Apply in person
8:30-11 am, 3-5 p.m., at Ridgmar or
Hulen Malls.

to live up to his promises. They
believed he has missed too many
opportunities to take charge when the
need was their. They have concluded
that he needs to be more energetic and
spend more time in Austin working on
the job of being governor," Hill said.
Hill said that he is proud of his
record as attorney general and
secretary of state. "It shows that I'm
not afraid to roll up my sleeves and
work hard. It indicates that I have the
ability to assemble a capable staff. . . that 1 prefer to work closely with
people,
and that I'm not reluctant
to make changes when they can
benefit the state. I'll be that kind of
governor,
given the job."
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sity's 1965 statement, which can be
found in the University's General
Information Bulletin, or their views on
portions of the statement most in need
of amendment and specific recommendations for the amendment.

AUTOMOTIVE
FLEA MARKET
A place where people meet to s;wl
and buy used cars, light trucks,
motorcycles and RVs from each
other.
Insurance,
financing
available on the spot. Each Sunday
noon 'til 5 p.m. Downtown Fort
Worth at 600 Houston St. Mall
Parking Garage. Sellers pay only
$10, buyers free.
CALL. 335-4926
No matter how you spend your school day, chances are you spend
it close to us. And, that's why we're here.
Qose to campus, we're also close to your banking needs with financial expertise
and kind of one-on-one friendliness you can appreciate.
Handy, convenient, competent, and experienced . . . we're only
minutes away. Walk over and talk over your needs.
There's lots we can do for you.

Come to the gold rush provision store! You'll love our 12 combinations of real charcoal-broiled burgers and ham sandwiches
with our unique secret sauces.
This visit, treat yourself to "The Forty-Niner", a charcoal-broiled
100 per cent beef burger with our secret hickory sauce and pickle
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University Bank . * . more than just the bank on the corner.

UNIVERSITY BANK
University Drive at West Berry
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Immediately after Steve Marker's unexpected tackle, head coach /'.

i. Dry screams in disbelief

Oregon coach Rich Brooks (left) learns that two
Ducks were ejected after a bench-emptying brawl

Purples lose 13th in a row

,

Frogs can't win with 12 men
By CHICK AL'LT
Assistant Sports Editor
They'll be talking about this one for
a long time
They'll be talking about last
Saturday's TCU-Oregon game where
just about every football fantasy you
can dream of took place
• A freshman booted a 56-yard field
goal on his first collegiate kick
• A team scored three touchdowns
in four minutes- after the game
seemed out of reach.
• A bench-clearing donnybrook that
made a Philadelphia Flyers brawl
look like a pillow fight
• And a reserve linebacker came off
the bench to make a spectacular
"touchdown-saving" tackle.
You had to see it to believe it Only
Experienced crews for high performance sailboat racing wanted,
must be year-round area resident.
For tryout call
732-1587

15,031 paying customers saw the Frogs
lose to the Ducks 29-24, but at least
they can say to their grandchildren
that "I was there."
It all started with 5:28 left in the first
quarter when TCU's Steve Morman
kicked a football so high it almost hit
the Ted Arendale airplane. 56 yards
later it dropped between the uprights
and the Burleson freshman had set a
school record.
Right away you had the feeling that
this wasn't going to be a typical
Horned Frog game
With Oregon leading 10-3 late in the
first half, Frog quarterback Steve
Bayuk ran for five yards to the Oregon
48 where an apparent cheap shot got
everyone a little upset and fists
started flying.
As photographers rushed in for the
kill, the mob traversed from the Frog
bench to midfield where a TCU coach
was promptly run over Fortunately
no one was hurt
It was hard to tell who won the fight
but judging from the crowd reaction,
TCU won a unanimous decision.

PLACEMENT

Senior Seminar
Wed. Sept. 21, 1977
4:00 S.C. Ballroom
We invite all students who will
be graduating Dec. 77 or May 78

Many fans were puzzled when TCU
kicked off to open the second half.
They assumed the Purples would
automatically receive since they
kicked off to open the game. Wrong
they had the option. They chose the
wind advantage instead.
After trudging through the third
period the Frogs came to life. The
comeback started on the second play
of the fourth stanza when Bayuk was
intercepted at the Oregon 3 yard line
by Kenny Bryant
Bryant sailed down the TCU sideline
and it appeared he would go all the
way Suddenly Steve Barker jumped
off the bench and made a great tackle
but unfortunately the illegal stop gave
Oregon an automatic touchdown.
It was reminiscent of the 1954 Cotton
Bowl when Alabama's Tommy Lewis
came off the bench to stop Rice's Dick
Maegle.
Afterwards, Bryant told the Daily
Skiff, "I didn't see him at all I just
saw the bench start crowding and I
thought they were just coming to look
"All of a sudden I felt myself
spinning around. I knew the tackle
was from the sideline because the only
guy who could have gotten me was
either the quarterback or the tailback
and I was outrunning them.
"And then kaboom." Bryant said
the first thing he thought of was that
his touchdown was gone "I wanted to
go somewhere and hide," he said.
Don Harris replaced Bayuk at QB
and the sophomore took the Frogs 65
yards to cut the deficit to 24-10.
Following the ensuing kickoff, John
Ferguson recovered a Duck fumble on
the Oregon 23. Not wasting any time,
Harris on the next play cooly tossed a
pass to Mike Renfro for a touchdown
and the Frogs were back in the game
24-17.
TYPING
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The Frogs again kicked off but
Oregon again turned it over. After
leading his team to the TCU 37, Jack
Henderson was hit by Andrew Allan
and his pass limped into the hands of
Barry Crayton who romped 39 yards
for the tying score.
TCU had scored 21 points in four
minutes and five seconds.
"It looked like the game was put
away and we let them back in, or they
got themselves back in," Oregon head
coach Rich Brooks said.
"They fought back and I knowebach
Dry has been trying to get them to do
that and I believe they did," Brooks
continued.
Brooks said he was not surprised the
Frogs played so tough, but was upset
that his team had made so many
mistakes. "We made mistakes we
didn't make last week," he said.
Again, the Frogs had the ball but
Harris, throwing on first down, was
sacked by Neil Elshire for a safety and
the Frogs were down 26-24.
An Oregon field goal made it 29-24.
Harris tried to bring the Frogs back
one final time but his touchdown pass
with five seconds left to Micheal
Milton was intercepted

Scoring Summary
l

ORE
TCU
TCU-1stORE- 2ndORE- 2ndORE- 3rdORE- 4thTCU- 4thTCU-4thTCU- 4thORE- 4thORE- 4th-

00
03

2

10
00

3

4

Final

07
00

12
21

29
24

Mormon 56 field goal
'-'
03-00
Geiger 32 field goal
03-03
Grant 57 punt return (Geiger kick)
03-10
Nutting 1 run (Geiger kick)
03-17
Bryant 97 interception run (Geiger kick)
03-24
Accomando 17 pass from Harris (Biasatti kick) 10-24
Renfro 23 pass from Harris (Biasatti kick)
17-24
Crayton 39 interception return (Biasatti kick) 24-24
Safety- Harris tackled in end zone
24-26
Geiger 39 field goal
24-29

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
Total yards
Passes
Punts
Fumbles lost
Penalties-yards

ORE

TCU

19
59-194
115
309
12-22-1
7-41
5-3
15-120

24
51-185
198
338
13-33-3
5-40.
2-2
9-94

Q8 out for season

Davis injury costly to Cougs
HOUSTON (AP) — University of
Houston quarterback Danny Davis,
who led the Cougars to a 10-2 record
and Cotton Bowl victory last year, will
be lost for the season with a shoulder
separation, UH officials said Monday.

Yeoman said. "It's just that he hasn't
been there before and we can't throw
the whole pot at him at once."
Yeoman called Brown an excellent

Davis suffered the injury during the
Cougars' 31-14 loss to Penn State last
Saturday, and he will undergo surgery
Wednesday.

because we're not going to let up
throwing," Yeoman said.
Asked who would replace Brown if
he should be injured, Yeoman said, "I
don't have any idea because neither of
them are ready."
Windom, a former all-district
quarterback for Galveston Ball,
missed most of last season with a
broken leg.

Delrick Brown, who replaced Davis
in the fourth quarter against the
Nittany Lions, will assume the starting role with freshman Darrell
Shepard and sophomore squadman
Albert Windom as backups.

Danny Davis
runner but said he needed more! work
on passing.
"But he's going to have to throw

Brown, a sophomore from Lufkiri,
did not see action as a freshman last
year but had to come in for Davis in
the final six minutes of the Penn State
game.

Barker makes history

"I'm not worried about Delrick
doing the job," Houston Coach Bill
End of model year clearance on our
fine selection of automobiles:
Lincolns
Marquis
Cougars
Riviera
Mark III
Capris
Grand Prix
Cadillac
Chevelle
Regal
Bobcat
Chrysler
Ford LTD Oldsmobile Plymouth
Cordoba
Montego
Impala
Jeep
Comet
Buick
Volkswagon
Mustang II Cutlass
Call Mr. Stevens at
335-6733

Brown, a 9.7 sprinter in high school,
was the Cougars' leading kick
returner as a freshman, with a 19.7
average per return.

Continued from page 1
But Barker did not celebrate over the burst of touchdowns. His head was buried
deep in his hands, in the most depressing of all places on the football field—the
bench. His face seemed torn with agony and his eyes were shut. It was the
frustration of one who longed to play.
Head coach F.A. Dry apologized "for the young man off the bench, it may have
turned us around. I looked up and saw it was about to happen but, but I couldn't do
anything to stop him."
Barker put it more bluntly. "I've been on that damn bench for two weeks and
the coach keeps saying to make something happen, make something happen.''
"Well, I'm damn tired of sitting here and watching people go through the
motions .. . I know he was gone for a touchdown and to this day, the coach cannot
.convince me it changed the game."

